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Introduction
- What is demand?
- What does influence demand?

- economic context, other context facts, inherent product properties, …

- Other important factors that influence demand forecast
- horizon & demand characteristics

- Why it is important to forecast it?
- Gains translate to resource planning, stock and overall operations

- What changes with Industry 4.0?
- Goal?

- make accurate predictions about future demand based on past data.

- Our case:
- discrete components in B2B industry
- compare: naïve forecasting, ARIMA, MLR, SVR and gradient boosted regression trees



Features
- Main features

- Historical data describing observed demand for each product
- High level estimations (ex.: expected demand for product in year)
- Low level demand proxies (open sales orders, economic indicators, vacations, …)

- Derivative features
- Relation between main variables and how relate to each other at different points in time

- Magnitude and trends: for recent context and seasonality patterns

Metrics
- MAE for training and evaluation, but we report Model Error Ratio
- Mean absolute error

- Not sensitive to occasional large errors
- Straightforward interpretation



Data description
- Dataset

- 69 product, period of 68 months
- Last six months used for testing on a rolling basis; month closest to test as validation set

- Validation set inside training - does not produce overfitting
- Segmentation by data points density: 0+, 10+, …, 50+
- Two forecasting horizons: 6 weeks, and 3 days before
- Baseline: human forecasts, performed by specialists

- Main features
- Historical data describing observed demand for each product
- High level estimations (ex.: expected demand for product in year)
- Low level demand proxies (open sales orders, economic indicators, vacations, …)

- Derivative features
- Relation between main variables and how relate to each other at different points in time

- Magnitude and trends: for recent context and seasonality patterns



Data analysis and preparation
- Features distribution:

- Normal if considering products alone, lognormal if considering all together
- Yeo-Johnson transformation -> Standard scaling -> Min-Max

- Do not consider seasonality as special case
- Cut first year and use dataset with last 56 months:

- avoid spurious values due to missing data



Experiments and results: feature set comparison
- How many months to look back to create features for better predictions?

- 3, 6, 9 and 12 months back from target date

- GBRT-9m-nTT-4Y
- GBRT-6m-nTT-4Y

- GBRT-3m-nTT- 4Y



Experiments and results: target normalization
- Transforming the target results in better learning and predictions?

- Better off without target normalization!



Experiments and results: records history contribution
- Do old records deteriorate forecasting capability?

- Long term forecasting benefits from pruning, immediate one is better of with more history.



Experiments and results: vs. models in literature
- How do we compare against SVR (state of art in literature)?

- Long term forecasting benefits from pruning, immediate one is better of with more history.



Experiments and results: features contribution
- Which features contribute most to model prediction?

- Demand history provides best results vs. annual sales forecast or future sales 



Conclusions
- Best models predictions are 10% to 20% better than human ones

- The gap is smaller for smaller forecasting horizons
- Best results for models with highest data density

- GBRT consistently displays best performance for both forecasting horizons
- Best features look for 9 or 12 months window

- Dataset pruning benefited only 6 week horizon
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